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ABSTRACT

Just as they will change healthcare, manufacturing, and the military, robots have the potential to produce big changes in policing. We can expect that at least some robots used by the police in the future will be artificially intelligent machines capable of using legitimate coercive force against human beings. Police robots may decrease dangers to police officers by removing them from potentially volatile situations. Those suspected of crimes may also risk less injury if robots can assist the police in conducting safer detentions, arrests, and searches. At the same time, however, the use of robots introduces new questions about how the law and democratic norms should guide policing decisions—questions which have yet to be addressed in any systematic way. How we design, regulate, or even prohibit some uses of police robots requires a regulatory agenda now to address foreseeable problems of the future.
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INTRODUCTION

In July 2016, Dallas police chief David Brown decided to end a violent standoff\(^1\) with Micah Johnson,\(^2\) who had fatally shot five officers and wounded several more, in an unusual way.\(^3\) As a makeshift solution, the police attached a pound of the plastic explosive C4 to a Remotec F-5,\(^4\) a robot designed for bomb disposal.\(^5\) The intentional detonation of the explosive killed Johnson, and was the first deliberate use by American police of a robot armed with deadly force.\(^6\)

Keep in mind that this improvised solution was a remotely controlled robot. The robot was not designed to harm people, and it lacked any ability to make independent decisions.\(^7\) Nevertheless, the use of the robot in Dallas comes at a time when many people are predicting that sophisticated police robots will one day become “useful, cheap, and ubiquitous.”\(^8\) Hundreds of robots—

---

1. Andrea Peterson, *In an Apparent First, Dallas Police Used a Robot to Deliver Bomb That Killed Shooting Suspect*, WASH. POST (July 8, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2016/07/08/dallas-police-used-a-robot-to-deliver-bomb-that-killed-shooting-suspect/ [https://perma.cc/EE7K-ADUH] (quoting Brown as stating police “saw no other option but to use our bomb robot and place a device on its extension for it to detonate where the subject was”).
7. *See* Peterson, *supra* note 1 (“But bomb disposal robots typically work like advanced remote-controlled vehicles, featuring camera feeds that are transmitted back to operators so that they can direct the units in potentially dangerous situations from afar.”).
most of them made for bomb disposal—are already in the possession of local police departments. Like robots, the definition of "artificial intelligence" has been subject to some debate, but generally the term refers to "a set of technologies that try to imitate or augment human intelligence." See Om Malik, The Hype—and Hope—of Artificial Intelligence, NEW YORKER (Aug. 26, 2016), http://www.newyorker.com/business/currency/the-hype-and-hope-of-artificial-intelligence [https://perma.cc/Y69E-Y4QE].

11. For instance, the Rand Corporation reported that in a workshop attended by law enforcement officials and academics, participants "envisioned the emergence of automated or robotic policing." RICHARD SILBERGLITT ET AL., VISIONS OF LAW ENFORCEMENT TECHNOLOGY IN THE PERIOD 2024–2034, at 24 (2015).

12. Editorial Board, When Police Use Lethal Robots, N.Y. TIMES: OPINION PAGES (July 12, 2016), http://nyti.ms/29DSUyA ["[T]his seems an ideal time to define the limits on armed robots . . ."].


16. Albert J. Reiss, Jr., POLICING POLICE ROBOTS:

In 2016, the Center for the Study of the Drone issued a report titled "Lawn Enforcement Robots Datasheet." This report, available at https://perma.cc/3BPW-NNUF, provides a comprehensive overview of the current state of police robots and suggests future trends. The report notes that police robots are increasingly being used for tasks such as bomb disposal, crowd control, and surveillance, with notable advancements in artificial intelligence and autonomous technology. The report also cautions about the ethical implications of such developments, urging law enforcement agencies to consider the legal and social consequences before implementing these technologies.

17. It is important to note that the use of police robots is still in its infancy, and their role in law enforcement is evolving rapidly. As technology continues to advance, it will be crucial for policymakers and law enforcement agencies to remain vigilant in their oversight of these emerging tools to ensure they are used ethically and effectively.
guests at the Henn-na Hotel in Japan.17 Hotel robots deliver towels and coffee to guests, while other robot bartenders serve drinks and still others deliver pizza.18 Robot journalists create online content for Thomson Reuters and Yahoo.19 A novel co-written with an artificial intelligence (AI)20 program advanced to the first stage of a Japanese literary contest.21 Semi-autonomous Reaper unmanned drones carry Hellfire missiles.22 In the near future, robots will probably serve as our delivery drivers and our garbage collectors.23 Robots like the Japanese Robear will probably provide eldercare to seniors.24

20. See P.W. Singer, WIRED FOR WAR: THE ROBOTICS REVOLUTION AND CONFLICT IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 77 (2009) (quoting Sebastian Thrun, director of the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at Stanford University, in defining artificial intelligence as “the ability of a machine to perceive something complex and make appropriate decisions”).
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Pepper the robot will be an anthropomorphic companion that will provide us with emotional care.25

As for policing, Dubai plans to introduce patrol robots with artificial intelligence to its streets by 2020.26 The Chinese AnBot can independently patrol, and upon a remote operator’s command, use its mechanical arm to grab people as well as deploy its “electrically charged riot control tool.”27 Equipped with infrared cameras, microphones, and license plate readers, the American Knightscope security robot can patrol independently, for $7.00 an hour.28 Machines endowed with artificial intelligence and the capacity for independent action will have profound impacts on policing. To be sure, advances in technology have always given police new powers. Robots, however, may be different in kind. Like the internet, robots raise new issues and challenges to the regulation of policing.29

Police robots raise special questions because of the powers we entrust to the police. If the development of military robots provides any guidance, then we can expect some police robots to be artificially intelligent machines capable of using legitimate coercive force against human beings.30 Military robots will also possess these powers, with an important difference: We will not expect police robots to exercise deadly force against a hostile enemy. More importantly, constitutional law and democratic norms constrain the police. How we design, regulate, or even


30. I assume that capability would be no different than human officers who are entitled to use coercive force, even lethal force, when the circumstances warrant such use.
prohibit some uses of police robots requires a regulatory agenda now to address foreseeable problems of the future.

Sophisticated and inexpensive robotics will be attractive to the police just as they have been to the military. The federal government is already spending significant amounts of money and attention on robotics research. Those robotic applications will make their way to policing, and federal monies for robotics will become available to local law enforcement agencies just as they have in the case of recent technologies like body cameras, biometrics, and big data analysis. What is more, police departments will likely raise the argument that they must be prepared for a robotics arms race, such as against criminals and terrorists who could 3D print an army of weaponized micro-drones.

This Article considers the law and policy implications of a future where police robots are sophisticated, cheap, and widespread. In particular, I focus on questions raised by the use of robots able to use coercive force, as opposed to robots with surveillance or other support functions. Drawing upon the rapidly developing body of robotics law scholarship, as well as upon technological advances in military robotics—from which policing will surely borrow—we can anticipate the kinds of regulatory challenges we will face with the future of police robots.

31. See Tucker, supra note 8 (quoting Endeavor Robotics CEO Sean Bielat as saying “We aren’t the ones who are going to think of these end use cases. It’s going to be the end users as they get closer to the technology, as it gets more capable and less expensive. It’s going to be the end user who says, ‘wow, this additional capability would really make a difference and would really make my job safer if it had some level of armament on it.’”).

32. See, e.g., SINGER, supra note 2067, 423 (observing that “much of the funding for robotics research comes from the military”).
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I. PUTTING POLICE ROBOTS IN CONTEXT

A. What Is a Robot?

The definition of a police robot depends on the definition of the term robot itself. Popular depictions of robots going back to the 1920s suggest robots are machines in humanoid form; think of the Maschinenmensch in Fritz Lang’s 1927 film Metropolis,35 or Rosie the maid robot in the Jetsons.36 Yet robots neither have to look like people nor behave in any specific way. Robots can look like humans, animals, or insects; they can provide information, fire upon an enemy, or engage in financial trades. Indeed, there is no single definition of a “robot.”37

An emerging consensus has suggested, however, that a robot be defined as any machine that can collect information, process it, and use it to act upon the world.38 These qualities vary widely from one robot to another. This sense-think-act model might describe anything from a “bot” that makes independent online purchases39 to an eldercare robot that provides emotional comfort or assists with lifting objects.40 In appearance, robots could take any form. Some military robots, for instance, may assume the shape of four legged centaurs to enhance stability.41 Thus, if a robot processes information it senses and acts upon it, a police robot does so in order to perform a task traditionally assumed by human police officers.

37. See, e.g., Michael Froomkin, Introduction to ROBOT LAW x, xi (Ryan Calo et al. eds., 2016) (“There is not yet a consensus regarding what should count as a robot.”).
38. See SINGER, supra note 20, at 67 (offering this definition); Calo, supra note 29, at 529–32 (same); see also Neil M. Richards & William D. Smart, How Should the Law Think About Robots?, in ROBOT LAW, supra note 37, at 3, 6 (“A robot is a constructed system that displays both physical and mental agency, but is not alive in the biological sense.”). But see Adrienne Lafrance, What Is a Robot?, ATLANTIC (Mar. 22, 2016), http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2016/03/what-is-a-human/473166 [https://perma.cc/237A-6L3L] (observing that there is no clear consensus on defining a robot).
40. See, e.g., Knight, supra note 24.
41. SINGER, supra note 20, at 92.
That robots might look alive and act in unpredictable ways also distinguishes them from other technologies. Those special attributes of robots might counsel robot-specific policies. Robotics law scholar Ryan Calo has identified these qualities as “embodiment, emergence, and social valence.”

First, the physicality of robots enables them to translate their data analysis into action. Robots act upon the world: They can lift objects, transport people, create art, and engage in commerce. And unlike other robots that may cause real-world harm through accident, police robots—at least some of them—will be designed with the capacity to exercise deliberate coercive force. That physicality creates new operational possibilities for the police, but it also raises new types of concerns when autonomous machines may be able to harm people by design.

Second, robots with artificial intelligence will behave in ways that are not necessarily predictable to their human creators. Some robots may just replace human labor in jobs that are repetitive and dull, but others will be capable of adapting to their environment, learning from mistakes, and become increasingly skilled in their assigned tasks. At one end of the spectrum, a robot may be a glorified vacuum cleaner, designed to address the drudgery of housecleaning. At the other end, a robot’s artificial intelligence may be designed not only to act upon processed information, but also to improve its performance over time by learning from past mistakes. Not all of this learning will be welcome. Microsoft quickly disabled its social chatbot Tay after it incorporated online responses and began spouting racist speech and called for genocide online. Since artificial intelligence would drive the behavior of robots, robots may behave in ways that we cannot predict, or even explain afterwards.

42. Calo, supra note 29, at 532.
43. See, e.g., Chris Bryant & Richard Waters, Worker at Volkswagen Plant Killed in Robot Accident, FINANCIAL TIMES (July 1, 2015), http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/0e8034af-200f-11e5-9a5a-398b2169cf79.html#axzz4LLruf89p (describing technician killed by industrial robot in Germany).
44. Ryan Calo describes this kind of action as “emergence,” meaning “unpredictably useful behavior.” Calo, supra note 29, at 532.
45. See SINGER, supra note 20, at 74.
47. A related but distinct issue in big data analytics is that artificial intelligence is becoming so sophisticated that while we may understand the results achieved by algorithms, we may not understand the “whyness” of the process leading to the result. See, e.g., Ahmed Ghappour, Machine Generated Culpability (unpublished manuscript) (summarized at HTNM Lecture—Ahmed Ghappour—“Machine Generated Culpability, BERKELEY CTR. FOR NEW MEDIA (Nov. 9, 2016), http://bcnm.berkeley.edu/events/event/htnm-lecture-ahmed-ghappour-machine-generated-culpability/http://bcnm.berkeley.edu/events/event/htnm-lecture-ahmed-ghappour-
Artificial intelligence by itself is not unique to robotics. We can already feel the impact of big data—applying complex computer algorithms to massive sets of digitized data—in fields like finance, healthcare, and even policing. A number of police departments already use artificial intelligence in software that tries to identify future geographic locations where crime will occur, to predict which individuals may be at highest risk for violent crime commission or victimization, and to identify which among the billions of daily Internet posts amount to suspicious behavior.48 The police employ these big data tools, however, as guidance for human decisionmaking. Robots with artificial intelligence are distinct because they would be able to translate their analysis of data into physical action.

Third, robots are different from other technologies because they are in appearance somewhere between inanimate objects and humans.49 No robot today will fool a person into believing that it is alive, but many robots do not seem completely inert, either. Research suggests that we tend to approach robots as if they had human characteristics.50 Exploiting the human-like nature of some robots could be useful. We could deliberately design caretaking robots to be physically cute (such as rounded shapes, humanoid faces) to maximize their benefits, whether for children or the elderly.

The ambivalence we feel toward robots might also counsel new legal characterizations particular to them. We may think that a person smashing his lawn mower merely has an ill temper, but that a person abusing a social robot is cruel.51 If robots are designed to serve as pets, caregivers or friends, could robots be the victims of criminal assault, abuse, or even rape and murder?52 In this way, the law may need to extend some legal protections to robots, for some of the same reasons we criminalize animal cruelty.53 We prohibit the infliction of needless
violence against some animals because such behavior reflects something depraved about the perpetrator. Though we may not mistake robots for humans yet, we may soon reach a point where machines endowed with artificial intelligence may need protection from human abuse.

B. Military Robots

The future of robotic policing can now be found in developments within the military. The military has used remote controlled robots for more than a decade. The Department of Defense is preparing for a future in which nearly autonomous robots will play a central role in warfare. Consequently, the military is spending the most money and attention on robotics. Peter W. Singer has chronicled these changes in great detail, and argues that military robots will change not just the tools we use to fight wars, but the very nature of war itself.

Robots are in use in active conflicts around the world. Predators, Global Hawks, and Ravens have flown over Afghanistan, and MARCBOTs have aided soldiers on the ground in Iraq. A clear advantage of robots is their ability to act as “force multipliers.” Future armies may assemble attachments that include as few as 150 human soldiers and as many as 2000 robots. More importantly, however, autonomous machines capable of deadly force are also likely to change military tactics and strategy.

Unlike people, robots can go places without compromising the safety of soldiers. A “sensor”— shorthand for a drone’s human operator—can direct the launch of a Predator’s Hellfire missile in Afghanistan without leaving his seat in

54. See SINGER, supra note 20, at 78 (observing that the “military sets the agenda in AI”).
55. Emma Cott, Navy Robots Test the Limits of Autonomy, N.Y. TIMES (May 6, 2015), http://nyti.ms/1AFU53d.
56. In 1999, the Army introduced an ambitious multiyear and multibillion dollar program called Future Combat Systems (FCS), which was intended to revolutionize warfare by developing new manned and unmanned systems linked by modernized communications networks. See ANDREW FEICKERT, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., THE ARMY’S FUTURE combat SYSTEM (FCS): BACKGROUND AND ISSUES FOR CONGRESS 1–2 (2009), https://www.fas.org/spp/crs/weapons/RL32888.pdf. The FCS was effectively shut down in 2009 by Secretary of Defense Gates, yet robotics still remain a part of the Army’s planning, albeit not in its original form. Id. at 3.
57. Cf: SINGER, supra note 20, at 78 (observing that “the U.S. military funds as much as 80 percent of all AI research in the United States”).
58. Id. at 32–38.
59. See, e.g., Ian Kerr & Katie Szilagyi, Asleep at the Switch? How Killer Robots Become a Force Multiplier of Military Necessity, in ROBOT LAW, supra note 37, at 333, 362 n.139 (noting that the term refers to a factor that significantly enhances the effectiveness or strategic advantage of a particular force).
60. SINGER, supra note 20, at 133.
Las Vegas.\textsuperscript{61} Robots can look for land mines and protect the lives of soldiers who would have had to assume minesweeping responsibilities themselves. Unmanned submarines can launch smaller autonomous robots to look for hostile ships while drawing less attention to themselves than human-operated subs.\textsuperscript{62} Medbots—robotic ambulances—of the future may find wounded soldiers, retrieve them, and autonomously diagnose and treat them while retreating from the battlefield.\textsuperscript{63}

Robots can also behave in ways that humans cannot easily mimic. Scientists are always looking to enhance soldier stamina. In the 1940s, a solution was amphetamines; today, it is Adderall.\textsuperscript{64} But robots never lose their accuracy because of fatigue, boredom, or stress. Robots do not harbor revenge or rage. Robotics researchers are working on autonomous vehicles for the air, ocean, and land that can operate for days and weeks on end.

That relentless attention to task may have other strategic benefits as well, although how exactly remains unclear. How will human combatants facing tireless robotic soldiers feel? Enemy forces may buckle in the face of robotic soldiers that cannot die and do not retreat.\textsuperscript{65} Or, the opposite may come true; the presence of robotic soldiers may galvanize enemy forces in a “war against the machines.”\textsuperscript{66} Alternately, enemy forces may simply fight back with their own robots.

The unique characteristics of robots will also shape fundamental military tactics. One application of robotics imagines “swarms” of small robots that move in the same way birds and insects do: in unison, though without a defined leader.\textsuperscript{67} In nature, individual bees or birds do not rely on high degrees of intelligence to avoid crashing into each other; rather, each member follows simple rules. Robotic swarms can work this way, without sophisticated programming. In a swarm, robots could assemble together rapidly as a unit, and then just as quickly disperse to continue with surveillance missions.


\textsuperscript{63} SINGER, supra note 20, at 112.

\textsuperscript{64} See, e.g., Richard A. Friedman, Why Are We Drugging Our Soldiers?, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 21, 2012), http://nyti.ms/1DyTRLA[https://perma.cc/DA7R-8JD7] (discussing “significant increase in the use of stimulant medication” for soldiers).

\textsuperscript{65} SINGER, supra note 20, at 298 (discussing psychological effects of robot soldiers on opposing forces).

\textsuperscript{66} Id. at 308-09 (discussing possible counterintuitive psychological effects of robot soldiers on opposing forces).

\textsuperscript{67} Id. at 230–34 (describing how robot swarms work).
What develops first in the military often finds its way to domestic policing. There has long been a close relationship between both the culture and institutions of the military and law enforcement. The bureaucratic hierarchy in policing—adopting titles like sergeant, lieutenant, and captain—reflects the military’s influence.\(^{68}\) Not only are many rank and file officers former members of the military, many police departments actively recruit from their ranks as well.\(^{69}\) We even use war metaphors to describe our domestic policing strategies.\(^{70}\)

This military influence extends to specific tactics and technologies used by the police. While the federal Posse Comitatus law\(^{71}\) forbids the use of the military for civilian policing, military equipment and training has trickled down to police departments through other means. For instance, the so-called “1033 Program,” part of the National Defense Authorization Security Act of 1997,\(^{72}\) is the federal initiative that has transferred surplus military equipment such as MRAPs (Mine-Resistant, Ambush-Protected vehicles), grenade launchers, and amphibious tanks to local police departments.\(^{73}\) While the public may have been shocked at images of police officers wearing combat fatigues and carrying M16s during protests in Ferguson, Missouri in 2014,\(^{74}\) these police officers were little

---

68. Albert J. Reiss, Jr., *Police Organization in the Twentieth Century*, 15 CRIME & JUSTICE 51, 80 (1992) (noting late nineteenth century adoption of “the basic hierarchical rank organization of the military to insure internal discipline and control”).


72. National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1997 § 1033, 10 U.S.C. § 2576(a) (2012) (“The Secretary of Defense, under regulations prescribed by him, may sell to State and local law enforcement, firefighting, homeland security, and emergency management agencies, at fair market value, pistols, revolvers, shotguns, rifles of a caliber not exceeding .30, ammunition for such firearms, gas masks, personal protective equipment, and other appropriate equipment which . . . have been determined to be surplus property . . .”).


74. A Congressional Research Service report noted that the St. Louis county police received twelve M16 rifles under the 1033 program as of July 2013. *See* VALERIE BAILEY GRASSO, CONG.
different from the hundreds of other police departments who had been recipients of military equipment transfers under the 1033 program. Similarly, police SWAT teams, now common in police departments around the country, were created as specialized paramilitary groups. Former LAPD chief Daryl Gates, credited with establishing the first SWAT teams, brought in ex-Marines to help train these small groups of officers to act and dress like soldiers in volatile situations.

II. THE CHALLENGESPOSEDBYPOLICE ROBOTS

Imagine police robots that could surround a suspicious person or even halt a speeding car. This might take the form of a swarm of small robots, each less than a pound, designed to incapacitate a person by surrounding him and using nonlethal force. Consider further that such a swarm would be capable of using some form of coercive force to prevent an unwillingly detained person from flight. A “Multi-Robot Pursuit System” that guides packs of robots to


77. Such robots may not be as necessary in a future of self-driving cars. Law enforcement agencies may in those situations have direct access to a vehicle’s computer in order to forcibly stop it. See generally JOHN S. HOLLYWOOD ET AL., USING FUTURE INTERNET TECHNOLOGIES TO STRENGTHEN CRIMINAL JUSTICE (2015), http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR000/RR928/RAND_RR928.pdf [https://perma.cc/F9UX-2QZS] (describing one future consideration by panel of criminal justice experts for self-driving cars—though considered a low priority—as “an interface for officers to directly take control of unmanned vehicles”).
“search for and detect a non-cooperative human”—part of a Pentagon request for contractors—would surely be useful to the police.78

Even if this use of robots is still just a concept, we can anticipate the kinds of legal and policy challenges that might arise. First, how much should humans remain “in the loop”—maintain some degree of involvement, in other words—in the use of robot police?79 Second, how much coercive force should we permit police robots to exercise? Third, how might the use of police robots affect legal determinations like reasonable force? Fourth, will police robot use further reinforce the social inequities in policing? Finally, how can we develop a uniform approach to policing police robots?

A. How Much Control Should Humans Have Over Police Robots?

How much should police delegate decisions about force and coercion to their own robots?80 Take a look at the robotics currently on the market—the idea that we might lose control over them seems almost laughable. No consumer today fears their housekeeping Roomba, and even the most advanced private security robot available now could be disabled by a swift kick. But technology changes fast.81 The Pentagon’s Autonomous Research Pilot Initiative funds research for algorithms that will “increase a system’s level of autonomy.”82 Artificial intelligence experts hint that we might see humanlike artificial intelligence within a few decades, not a century.83 Within our lifetime, robots might not only seem “human” in their basic intelligence, but emotional, perhaps even “superhuman.”84

80. A distinct but equally important question is the degree to which the police will be able to control citizen’s robots without consent. Thanks to Ryan Calo for this observation.
81. As computer science professor David Gelernter points out, superhuman artificial intelligence is likely to happen not because today’s AI is so advanced—it is not—but because such a technological leap requires a “breakthrough,” which, as Gelernter argues, is not hard to imagine. See David Gelernter, Machines That Will Think and Feel, WALL STREET J. (Mar. 18, 2016, 10:36 AM), http://www.wsj.com/articles/when-machines-think-and-feel-1458311760.
83. See Gelernter, supra note 81.
84. Id.
Not every robot will display such capabilities. Today, some machines the military deems “robots”—like the widely used Talon—are controlled completely by remote human operators. 85 Other robots use artificial intelligence to operate independently for limited tasks; the remote operator of a Global Hawk, for instance, “just clicks” a computer mouse to tell the robot to taxi and take off. 86 A fully autonomous robot would need no human input at all once someone has defined the robot’s mission. 87

Greater degrees of autonomy in military robotics seem inevitable. One of the efficiencies gained by military robots is that large numbers of them will be capable of independent action with one human actor’s oversight. Imagine a phalanx of military robots controlled by one human operator, perhaps thousands of miles away. As a result, fewer human lives are placed at risk. Such robots would not increase efficiency if each required an independent human operator. 88

On the battlefield, some decisions must be made within fractions of a second. Waiting for human approval or veto may be critical time wasted, particularly if a robot must calculate how and whether to launch a counterattack. 89 Not only might there be insufficient time to oversee a single robotic decision, but there may be little opportunity for a human operator to closely supervise the split second decisions of the dozens of robots over which he has control. Human involvement in such a case might take the form of a veto power, if at all.

Current military research already supports the development of robots with greater degrees of autonomy. One research goal of the Pentagon is to establish linked autonomous systems so that robots can communicate to one another in a rapidly changing environment. In the military, autonomous drones could scan a combat area and communicate with ground robots to find suspicious places or people. 90

The possibility that some robots capable of hurting or killing people will be capable of complex, independent action raises concerns, however. In the near future, robots could make decisions in ways that we cannot easily control or understand. The question of human involvement is itself complicated, because

85. See SINGER, supra note 20, at 30 (“Unlike the PackBot, the [armed Talon] SWORDS . . . is remote-controlled from afar by either radio or a spooled-out fiber optic wire.”).
86. Id. at 36.
87. Id. at 128 (“So, despite what one article called ‘all the lip service paid to keeping a human in the loop,’ autonomous armed robots are coming to war.”).
88. Id. at 75 (“If robots don’t get higher on the autonomy scale, they don’t yield any cost or manpower savings.”).
89. Id. at 127 (“The very best human fighter pilot needs at least .3 seconds to respond to any simple stimulus and twice as long to make a choice between several possible consequences. A robotic pilot needs less than a millisecond of a second.”).
90. See Osborn, supra note 82.
artificial intelligence itself is becoming more complicated. Assume we require that a human must assess a robot’s determination to use coercive force. Deciding whether a machine with artificial intelligence has made a good decision may not be easy, since the algorithm’s processes may not be totally intelligible to a human operator. Even if we have access to an algorithm’s source code, we still might not know how or why it reached its decision.91 Engineers at Google, for instance, recently conceded that they do not fully understand how Google’s successful RankBrain AI works, only that it works well.92 Requiring a human “in the loop” may mean little if how the robot came to its conclusion remains opaque to the human being in charge.

Armed robots with some degree of autonomy are also likely to be vulnerable to criminal interference (hacking) as well as malfunction. Our current experience with the security of electronic devices provides little assurance otherwise. Security researchers have discovered vulnerabilities that make possible the hacking of “smart” cars, insulin monitors, thermometers, refrigerators, and locks.93

For now, armed and independent military robots are not a reality in the military, but they are a concern. Current military policy requires human involvement in any potentially lethal action. As Deputy Defense Secretary Robert O. Work commented in March 2016, the military “will not delegate lethal authority to a machine to make a decision.”94 Retaining some human involvement in armed military robots remains a “line in the sand.”95 But this is a policy restraint, not a technological one. That restraint may give way easily if another hostile nation or terrorist group decides to use lethal autonomous robots against American soldiers.96

Translating these developments in military robotics to domestic policing requires little effort. The companies developing and producing robots can

91. Ghappour, supra note 47.
95. See SINGER, supra note 20, at 124.
96. See id. (reporting the Pentagon’s concern on this issue).
(and do) adapt them for military or law enforcement uses. Robots used for surveillance, investigation, and coercive force in Iraq and Afghanistan could easily be adapted to New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles.

Should a Taser or firearm-enabled police robot require human input before using force against a suspect? While a vice president at iRobot, which partnered with Taser, once stated, there is “no way [we are] giving the robot the capability to use force on its own,”

7 that decision, like the Pentagon’s, is dictated by policy, not technology. Instead, we should ask whether a robot capable of assessing a dangerous situation and enabled to use a Taser or other weapon should be able to decide to do so without human input. As with the military, a ban on such police robots makes sense until policies are developed to address matters of control, security, and accountability.

B. How Much Force Should Be Used by Police Robots?

Not only do we need to decide how much human beings should be involved in police robot decisionmaking, we also need to decide how heavily robots should be armed. From their beginnings in the nineteenth century, American police have acquired ever more sophisticated tools: first truncheons, then firearms, and now stun guns, pepper balls, tear gas, and long range acoustic device (LRAD) sound cannons.

8 Police injure and sometimes kill people during their stops, arrests, and pursuits. When the circumstances warrant it, these are legally justifiable uses of force. If police authority rests in part on the authority to use coercive force, how much should coercive, even lethal force, should a police robot possess?

Should a robot be able to exercise the same deadly force as a police officer does now? In 2007, iRobot announced a “strategic alliance” with Taser International, to develop a Taser-equipped version of its popular Packbot.

9 Electric stun guns, capable of transmitting a shock of up to 50,000 volts, can temporarily


disable suspects deemed dangerous and noncompliant.\textsuperscript{100} Tasers are considered less-than-lethal substitutes for guns. Indeed, police departments often view Taser adoption as a measure of reform.\textsuperscript{101}

If police robots can carry Tasers, can they also carry firearms or other lethal weapons? Any proposal to adopt the regular use of lethally armed robots—whether semiautonomous or remotely controlled—is likely to meet initial public resistance. There is already a public campaign against “killer robots” in the military,\textsuperscript{102} and the discomfort many people feel about lethal robotic soldiers will probably be more pronounced in local policing. Uncertainty about partially or fully autonomous lethal robots will likely be more pronounced if that possibility is introduced for police within the United States.

There are at least two reasons to be skeptical that a prohibition against lethal police robots would persist. First, the line between lethal and nonlethal arms is not always clear. Even a Taser-enabled robot is one capable of lethal force. While relatively uncommon, people have died in incidents in which police use Tasers: at least forty-eight people in 2015.\textsuperscript{103} Some cases involve improper Taser use, others involve unknown physical vulnerabilities of the victims. Once we authorize police robots to use some degree of coercive force, we implicitly acknowledge some uses of even less-than-lethal force will be lethal in practice.

A second reason to be skeptical about any prohibition on the regular use of lethally armed police robots is the future role of robots more generally. In the future, we will be surrounded by robots of all kinds at work (as coworkers), at home (as caregivers), and in leisure (as social or sexual companions). That world will also include robots involved in crime. Just as robots in the military reduce the need for soldiers to put themselves at risk, robots can provide the same safety and

\textsuperscript{100} USA: Excessive and Lethal Force? Amnesty International’s Concerns About Deaths and Ill-Treatment Involving Police Use of Tasers, AMNESTY INT’L USA (Nov. 29, 2004), http://www.amnestyusa.org/node/55449 [https://perma.cc/BW9C-XWAW].


\textsuperscript{102} See CAMPAIGN TO STOP KILLER ROBOTS, https://www.stopkillerrobots.org [https://perma.cc/U4UT-95Z].

anonymity for someone interested in committing crime. An armed robot drug dealer could act as an autonomous vending machine able to defend itself against attack and destroy evidence in the event of discovery.\textsuperscript{104}

Once the first crimes are committed by robots armed with lethal force, police in the United States will almost certainly balk at any prohibitions on lethally armed police robots.\textsuperscript{105} Such prohibitions may find police support in countries like New Zealand and Britain, where most police are unarmed, as are most civilians.\textsuperscript{106} In the United States, however, lethally armed robots may become just another point in the development of weapons that the police will want to use.

C. What Is Robotic “Reasonable Force”?

The kinds of weapons police robots might adopt are matters of technology and policy, but the circumstances in which robots could use force against human suspects are legal ones. Imagine that a suspect temporarily detained by a police robot decides to start shooting at the robot. If the robot shoots back—and injures or kills the suspect—would that be legally defensible?\textsuperscript{107}

The answer will depend in part on how we classify robots under the law. Human police may legally resort to force, even deadly force, in the appropriate circumstances. Claims of excessive force against the police, whether in the context of an arrest, stop, or other detention, are judged by a standard of

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{104} Noel Sharkey et al., The Coming Robot Crime Wave, 43 COMPUTER 116, 114 (2010) (describing such a robot).

\textsuperscript{105} Cf. James B. Jacobs, Exceptions to a General Prohibition on Handgun Possession: Do They Swallow Up the Rule?, 49 L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 5, 20 (1986) (“Like the international arms race, there seems to be an inexorable drive to accumulate more powerful weaponry.”).


\textsuperscript{107} I assume here that a robot shooting would constitute a Fourth Amendment “seizure,” although robotic Fourth Amendment seizures may not always be obvious. If a robot that is entirely remotely controlled detains a person, that action may constitute “a governmental termination of freedom of movement through means intentionally applied.” See Brower v. County of Inyo, 489 U.S. 593, 596–97 (1989). On the other hand, is an autonomous robot’s “accidental” infliction of injury or death a Fourth Amendment seizure? See generally Jason Green, Report: Security Robot at Stanford Shopping Center Ran Over Toddler, MERCURY NEWS (July 12, 2016, 8:25 AM), http://www.mercurynews.com/ci_30118119/report-security-robot-at-stanford-shopping-mall-injures [https://perma.cc/L888-P88R] (discussing incident in which autonomous 300 pound Knightscope private security robot reportedly ran over toddler); Wool, supra note 28 (noting Knightscope robots are “completely autonomous, navigating like self-driving cars”).}
“objective reasonableness” under the Fourth Amendment.\textsuperscript{108} Deadly force may be used in situations where a suspect “poses a threat of serious physical harm, either to the officer or to others.”\textsuperscript{109}

Distinguishing between legally permissible and impermissible uses of force by the police is not always easy. The U.S. Supreme Court has avoided requiring any exclusive list of factors in assessing reasonableness. Rather, the Court has emphasized that the use of force analysis requires courts to “slosh” through the “factbound morass of ‘reasonableness.’”\textsuperscript{110} Moreover, considerable deference is accorded to the police, as the “calculus of reasonableness must embody allowance for the fact that police officers are often forced to make split-second judgments—in circumstances that are tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving.”\textsuperscript{111} That reasonableness “must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, rather than with the 20/20 vision of hindsight.”\textsuperscript{112} Finally, that assessment asks “whether the officers’ actions are ‘objectively reasonable’ in light of the facts and circumstances confronting them, without regard to their underlying intent or motivation.”\textsuperscript{113} The result is a “notoriously opaque and fact-dependent” doctrine that has become difficult for courts to articulate and police to incorporate into their training.\textsuperscript{114}

Even if the Fourth Amendment’s use of force doctrine were clearer, it still would not translate easily to the world of robotics. First, the high degree of deference given to police in the use of force context takes into account the fallible nature of human judgment in volatile situations with high degrees of stress and emotion. As a result, police decisions to use force, even deadly force, do not have to be correct, only objectively reasonable. Artificially intelligent machines capable of coercive force do not feel fear, disgust, anger, or take offense. In this respect, robots might be more reliable than human beings in making split second decisions about whether to draw a weapon or use a stun gun. Does that mean we should expect a narrower set of circumstances for robotic reasonableness than we do for humans?

\textsuperscript{108} The Fourth Amendment guarantees "the right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, from unreasonable searches and seizures." U.S. CONST. amend. IV.


\textsuperscript{112} \textit{Id.} at 396.

\textsuperscript{113} \textit{Id.} at 397.

Second, and perhaps more importantly, the usual legal standards governing the use of force by the police assume the perspective of officers who fear for their lives or safety. Too little deference to the police may inhibit their decisions and result in more injuries to the police; too much deference, and the police may injure or kill people when such deaths could be avoided.\textsuperscript{115} In practice, courts have given considerable deference to officers’ stated beliefs that they felt their lives were in danger, even if those fears turn out to be mistaken after deadly force has been used.\textsuperscript{116}

What do these legal standards mean when a police robot confronts a person who appears to intend it harm? The law values life over property, yet robots might occupy a legal category that is neither purely property nor human. How we think of robots in these situations may depend on whatever analogies courts will adopt to characterize them: Are robots like wild animals, slaves,\textsuperscript{117} children, or something else?

If robots are treated merely as property, then police robots should not be permitted to defend themselves against human attack, even when acting in a policing role.\textsuperscript{118} But that conclusion is not obvious. An animated debate already exists as to whether cruelty to robots might be criminalized in the same way we criminalize cruelty to animals.\textsuperscript{119} The dismemberment of the hitchhiking “Hitchbot” in 2015 prompted new concerns about a future of unchecked robot

\textsuperscript{115} Cf. Graham, 490 U.S. at 396–97 (“The calculus of reasonableness must embody allowance for the fact that police officers are often forced to make split-second judgments—in circumstances that are tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving—about the amount of force that is necessary in a particular situation.”).


\textsuperscript{118} They would be entitled, presumably, to protect the lives of others from harm. \textit{See Graham}, 490 U.S. at 396 (noting the factor of “whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to the safety of the officers or others”).

\textsuperscript{119} \textit{See Richard Fisher, Is It OK to Torture or Murder a Robot?}, BBC (Nov. 27, 2013), http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20131127-would-you-murder-a-robot [https://perma.cc/6Y94-5TX7].
abuse. While we might have many reasons to criminalize animal abuse, one reason may be to promote social values and to deter antisocial violence. We disavow deliberate unjustified violence to animals in part because to do otherwise would condone the human infliction of pain and suffering against other beings.

But permitting a robot to launch a counterpunch against an armed human poses its own tricky questions. Perhaps a robot could exert proportional nonlethal force to defend itself from destruction. Let us further assume that a human must authorize such a use of force. In an optimal case, the suspect posing a threat might be temporarily disabled by nonlethal force until in handcuffs (or their future equivalent).

Consider too, that one day, police robots might be sent to confront criminal robots. What amount of force is permissible then? Can a police robot "kill" another robot? Because the robot's actions would be attributable to the government, the permanent disabling of a threatening civilian robot would be a Fourth Amendment "seizure." But what would a "reasonable" robotic seizure of another robot look like?

To be sure, police robots might remove some of the problems raised in confrontations between the police and the public. The use of robots in these situations may reduce the risk of harm to the police, if they can safely subdue a dangerous suspect at a distance. And if police lives are not at immediate risk, it may be that detentions and arrests could be conducted with less risk to individuals.

Robots have the potential to make policing safer. That possibility, however, must be balanced against the mistakes, hacks, and malfunctions that will inevitably occur. Who will bear the responsibility for these mistakes, either because the threat was misjudged, or the force disproportionate? Should we blame the robot, the manufacturer, the software engineer, or the human operator (assuming there is one)?

D. Will Robotic Police Reinforce Social Inequality?

Whether or not police robots use coercive force and do so with some degree of autonomy, the manner of their deployment raises a separate policy question. Robots may decrease dangers for the police and those detained by the police, but will they increase perceptions of policing unfairness? If arming robots is already becoming an active topic of debate, an equally important but less visible one is

---

whether police robots will worsen ties to communities where relationships with the police are already strained.

We can see these questions of technology and policing already being put to the test with predictive policing software. Defined broadly, predictive policing applies artificial intelligence to data in order to detect patterns of crime.\(^{121}\) Using the vast amount of digitized information today, predictive policing programs try to predict criminal risks in individuals or in geographic locations. In the case of locational prediction, predictive policing programs—using historical crime data and other factors—identify geographic locations where crime is more likely to occur in the future.\(^{122}\) Police departments can use that information to redistribute patrol resources. Cities including Los Angeles, New York, and Seattle have purchased predictive software programs of this type.\(^{123}\) In the future, predictive policing programs may further guide the allocation of police resources and hiring.

These predictive policing programs may appear neutral but in fact hide biases. Consider the data used by predictive policing algorithms. If arrests are a significant factor, then we cannot discount the fact that many arrests are the product of highly discretionary decisions by police officers.\(^{124}\) If high arrest rates influence the algorithm to direct the geographic focus of police, then we should not be surprised if more arrests occur in those places as a result. Similarly, if reported crimes constitute another factor taken into account by a predictive policing algorithm, then crimes not usually reported or not always reported will be omitted from the decision about where to direct police attention.\(^{125}\) Robbery will make the cut, but domestic violence and financial crime may not.\(^{126}\) These

\(^{121}\) See, e.g., Andrew Guthrie Ferguson, Predictive Policing and Reasonable Suspicion, 62 EMORY L.J. 259, 265 (2015). As Ferguson notes, “predictive policing” can sometimes be used to describe any crime fighting approach involving analysis of a large set of data, but here I use the term to refer specifically to the use of predictive analytics.


\(^{124}\) See, e.g., Peter Moskos, The Better Part of Valor: Court-Overtime Pay as the Main Determinant for Police Discretionary Arrests, 8 LAW ENFORCEMENT EXECUTIVE F. 77, 81 (2008) (“Overall, the literature establishes that police exercise considerable discretion in their day-to-day arrest decisions.”).

\(^{125}\) See, e.g., Ferguson, supra note 121, at 317 (noting that “not all crime is reported, not all crime is recorded, and thus, not all crime is included in crime databases to be used for predictions”).

\(^{126}\) See, e.g., id. at 317.
hidden sources of bias have prompted concerns that predictive policing programs will justify a heavy police presence in poor minority communities that have historically been targets of over-policing.\footnote{See, e.g., id. at 322 (observing that “data-driven law enforcement can have a disproportionate effect on certain communities that perceive it as discriminatory”).}

Predictive policing programs only provide guidance, not action. What would happen, though, if patrol robots use this predictive analysis? If predictive policing programs fail to address issues of human bias, some communities would be flooded with police robots, while others would not be. Imagine further that police robots would be afforded less enforcement discretion than human officers. We worry about human police discretion because it is difficult if not impossible to know if impermissible factors influence enforcement. But would we live in a better world if police patrol robots enforced minor offenses much more frequently than human officers would in neighborhoods accustomed to aggressive policing because they were directed to do so by their own artificial intelligence?

The future may be one in which robots of all kinds are so ubiquitous that even the heavy presence of police robots in some places would be unnoticeable. That seems unlikely. Instead, it seems plausible that the introduction of an allseeing, interconnected, and tireless army of police robots into a neighborhood could feel like an occupation or virtual imprisonment.

E. Who Will Decide These Questions?

The regulation of police robots will prove to be especially difficult because robots will likely be adopted and regulated much like other recent police technologies: in an ad hoc and decentralized manner. Most of this can be attributed to the structure of policing in the United States, which is largely a matter for state and local agencies.

Consider the immense interest in body camera adoption after a string of highly publicized and controversial deaths of African Americans in police custody, beginning with the 2014 fatal shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson. Before 2014, body cameras had been adopted by a handful of police departments. Today, it seems all but inevitable that body cameras will become a standard patrol tool. The federal government has encouraged that adoption. In its discussion of new police technologies, the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing acknowledged in its 2015 report that body cameras could “build community trust and legitimacy” with appropriate regulations.\footnote{President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, Final Report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, COMMUNITY ORIENTED POLICING SERVS. 31–32 (May 2015),}
year, the Department of Justice made more than $20 million available to local police departments to purchase body cameras.\textsuperscript{129}

Eager to present them as tools of accountability, police departments around the country have embraced the adoption of body cameras. Yet many police departments have adopted body cameras without detailed policies on their use, public access, and data storage. Those body camera policies that do exist can vary considerably.\textsuperscript{130} Seattle posted all of its pilot project body camera footage on YouTube,\textsuperscript{131} while other departments have declined to release footage unless required by court order.\textsuperscript{132}

The story of police body camera adoption thus far has been: use first, regulate later. Without planning, the use of police robots will develop in the same way, with more serious consequences. Should the arming of police robots, for example, be left to local departments? Should the type of artificial intelligence used by police robots depend on the access of private vendors to police departments? Machines that may be equipped with artificial intelligence and capable of coercive force are poor candidates for highly variable local control.

Instead, uniform national policies should dictate the regulation of robotic policing. Even if robots of the sort described here have yet to arrive, we can anticipate the sorts of questions that robotics will bring to policing. The degree of human involvement in robotic decisionmaking, whether and how to arm police robots, and how to evaluate the legal responsibility of a police robot: These are all normative judgments about law and policy. In the absence of uniform policies, we are likely to address these questions in a piecemeal fashion: a mix of unenforceable internal policies, hesitant state legislatures, possibly conflicting federal


\textsuperscript{131} Wylie Wong & Phil Goldstein, Seattle Shares Body-Cam Footage on YouTube, STATETECH (Jan. 21, 2016), http://www.statetechmagazine.com/article/2016/01/seattle-shares-body-cam-footage-youtube.[https://perma.cc/SWN3-3KUL].

agency decisions, and court cases in which judges cannot agree as to the appropriate characterization of robots.\textsuperscript{133}

We could begin with a national body to develop robotics expertise that could advise federal, state, and local lawmakers. A “federal robotics commission,” for instance, could identify important legal and policy questions raised by robotics in a variety of areas—including policing—with specific substantive recommendations.\textsuperscript{134}

More concretely, the federal government can wield its considerable resources to influence how local police departments use robots. While the federal government cannot force state and local police to adopt particular policies,\textsuperscript{135} the Department of Justice can and has influenced the adoption of new strategies and technologies through the use of federal funding. For example, the widespread interest in and adoption of body-worn cameras by local police departments in 2015 has been prompted in part by the availability of federal funding for body camera purchases. Likewise, the Department of Justice offers funding to local police departments in order to purchase predictive policing systems.\textsuperscript{136}

The federal government could condition the receipt of federal funds upon the adoption of regulations by grantees.\textsuperscript{137} Police departments could receive funding for robots so long as they, for instance, did not enable the robots to use deadly force without specific guidelines already in place. No police department would be forced to accept a robot under these conditions, but every department that sought federal funding would be obliged to follow these conditions. A top-down form of strong encouragement by the federal government could be effective in setting uniform policies for police robots.


\textsuperscript{135} New York v. United States, 505 U.S. 144, 188 (1992) (“The Federal Government may not compel the States to enact or administer a federal regulatory program.”).


\textsuperscript{137} South Dakota v. Dole, 483 U.S. 203, 206 (1987) (“Congress may attach conditions on the receipt of federal funds, and has repeatedly employed the power ‘to further broad policy objectives by conditioning receipt of federal moneys upon compliance by the recipient with federal statutory and administrative directives.’” (quoting Fullilove v. Klutznick, 448 U.S. 448, 474 (1980))).
CONCLUSION

The future introduction of artificially intelligent robots capable of conducting human-like tasks is likely to change policing in the same way it will change other fields. Assuming even some of the traditional tasks of policing by robots, however, will pose special problems. We will have to address how much coercive force police robots should possess, and to what degree they should be permitted to operate independently. In some cases, the use of police robots may increase the safety of policing, for both officers and the public. In other cases, however, the use of police robots to detain or subdue a suspect may raise challenges to the conventional ways in which we have regulated the police. While we cannot anticipate every issue that this technology raises, we can address many of them now, well before these hypotheticals find their way to our streets.